Now Micro-Windmills To Recharge Your Mobile Phones!

Just ponder over the idea of windmills recharging your mobile phone. Are you there yet? Well, Dr. Smitha Rao and J.C. Chiao from University of Texas are...
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Recharging your mobile phone might be a cumbersome task for many, with all the crazy wires and plugs and what not! However, Dr. Smitha Rao and J.C. Chiao from the University of Texas at Arlington, have taken your recharging experience to an all new level and a windy one at that. In an example of a menacingly amazing piece of engineering, the duo have succeeded in developing micro-windmills that are just 1.8-mm at the widest point, but this friends is only the beginning. Host hundreds of such windmills on your mobile phone and what you get is nothing short than a marvel, the entire apparatus can then charge your mobile phone on the go, claim the developers.

Intricately blending the concepts of origami & wafer-scale semiconductor devices, the developers were able to create a complex 3D structure from 2D metal pieces. Rao and Chiao have successfully solved the problem of durability by employing a nickel alloy and a smart aerodynamic design for the same. However, when it comes to potential applications of micro windmills this is only the tip of the iceberg, they believe.

The effort has triggered an obvious interest among concerned industries, a Taiwanese fabrication company, WinMEMS Technologies Co. to name for instance. The company, clearly in awe is currently exploring the commercial opportunities and showcasing the work through their website and public presentations.

In what seems to be nothing less than an engineering delight, the effort surely indicate what the future has in store for the world in terms of technology and electronics. As they say, the possibilities are indeed limitless...
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Features

11 Free Ebooks On Computer Graphics And GUI Programming
Computer Graphics programming covers a variety of languages, including C++, Python etc.
It is a much sought after field for programmers.

11 Great Free Ebooks On Programming In Clojure
Clojure is a dialect of the Lisp programming language.
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- HTC Is Strong And There Are No Plans Of Sale Now Or In Future, Says HTC’s Senior Director-Marketing
Aditya Amaresh from EFYTimes had an exclusive chat with Sirpa H. Ikola, senior
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“Cloud And Hybrid Hosting Are The Way To Go!”

Diksha P Gupta from Open Source For You spoke to Anil Chandaliya, chief network administrator, ESDS, about how customers can play safe while dealing w...
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CES 2014: Xolo Announces AMD Powered Windows Tablet
The device has a 1 GHz AMD processor along with the Radeon HD 8180 GPU....

CES 2014: Here Comes Asus Transformer Book Duet TD300 Dual-OS Hybrid
Asus Transformer Book Duet TD300 is powered by an Intel Core i7 processor and packs 4GB of RAM ...
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- Pirate said: "Use VPN which supports LZO compression. ..." on Here's How You Can Increase Your ...
- Roger said: "Blender" on 10 Most Popular Open Source Software ...'
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19th Consumer Electronic Imaging Fair To Be Held On ...